Quiet, durable and now even lighter – resilient aluminum hybrid wheel with 50 kg weight reduction

Aluminium instead of steel – the resilient Alu-Hybrid-Wheel BO 2000 is 30% lighter than a steel wheel.

BVV-wheels guarantee for HGV trains in China the highest level of safety, smoothness and durability.

This year’s InnoTrans appearance of the Bochumer Verein Verkehrstechnik GmbH takes place entirely with the tagline “Competitive advantages guaranteed - meet the experts. Meet the future”. As internationally leading manufacturer of wheels and wheelset systems for local, long-distance and freight traffic on rails, the BVV shows numerous innovations of its product portfolio 2018 from the areas Light Rail Vehicle (LRV), high-speed and material development. A world premiere and one of the highlights is the latest version of the resilient aluminum hybrid wheel BO 2000. The wheel, which is 30 per cent lighter compared to steel wheels, provides a lot of economic advantages, such as enormous weight savings, less axle load and higher load increases. BVV experts show the entire range of their quality wheels and wheelsets as well as current projects relating to wheels, wheelset systems and wheelset parts.
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